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More   than   25   years   ago,   a   bold,  
energetic   Christian   neighbor   started  
sharing   the   gospel   with   Mary.   Their  
friendship   started   because   their   kids  
were   friends.   “I   thought   she   was   wacky,  
crazy,”   Mary   recalls.   “One   day   she   came  
over   with   a   box   stuffed   with   22   cassette  
tapes   that   contained   a   Bible   study   on   the  
Gospel   of   John,   and   I   put   them   way   up  
on   a   shelf   where   they   stayed   for   a   year  
and   half.”   The   tapes   gathered   dust   until  
Mary’s   Catholic   church   challenged   its  
members   to   read   the   Bible   every   day   for  
Lent.   She   began   to   dig   into   the   Gospel   of   John   and   one   day   pulled   out   the   tapes   in   hopes   that  
they   would   help   her   understand   the   book   better.   God   worked   powerfully   through   her   time   in   the  
Word,   as   she   encountered   truths   that   she   had   never   seen   before.   One   night,   a   remarkable  
change   happened:   “It   was   like   I   had   open-heart   surgery.   God   took   out   my   heart   of   stone   and  
gave   me   a   heart   of   flesh,”   she   remembers.   “I   was   changed.”   Her   husband,   Dan,   surrendered   his  
life   to   Christ   shortly   after.  

Since   that   time,   Dan   and   Mary   have   prioritized   befriending   people   in   their   diverse   neighborhood.  
Over   the   years,   they   have   connected   with   many   neighbors   and   have   led   several   Bible   studies.  
They   remain   partial   to   the   book   of   John,   partly   because   of   how   God   used   it   in   their   own   lives,  
and   also   because   the   purpose   statement   in   John   20:31   reflects   their   own   heart   for   leading   Bible  
studies   for   their   neighbors:   “These   are   written   so   that   you   may   believe   that   Jesus   is   the   Christ,  
the   Son   of   God,   and   that   by   believing   you   may   have   life   in   his   name.”  

Several   years   ago,   Mary  
and   Dan   met   a   Muslim  
family   who   moved   in  
across   the   street.   After  
their   initial   introduction,  
contact   with   the   family  
was   very   minimal   since  
the   wife   rarely   came  
outside   and   the   husband  
was   very   busy.   All   of   that  
changed   when   Mary  
began   praying   daily   for  
an   opportunity   to   meet  
the   wife.   She   even   set  
her   password   on   her  
computer   to   the   wife’s  



name   so   that   every   time   she   sat   down   to   work,   she   would   be   reminded   to   pray   for   the   family  
across   the   street.  

One   day,   as   Mary   and   Dan   were   leaving   for   dinner,   they   noticed   that   the   wife   was   outside   raking  
leaves.   Dan   looked   at   Mary   and   said,   “I   think   this   is   your   opportunity.”   He   drove   around   the   block  
so   that   Mary   could   jump   out   of   the   car   and   start   a   conversation   with   the   wife   who   expressed  
thankfulness   to   meet   a   neighbor   and   establish   a   connection   within   the   neighborhood.   She  
invited   Mary   to   “come   over   anytime.”   So,   Mary   did.  

Was   she   nervous?   Mary   says   no,   she   wasn’t.   “Having   prayed   about   it   and   knowing   that   people  
were   praying   for   us   gave   me   more   courage.   I   knew   that   she   was   a   talker   and   wanted   interaction.  
It   was   a   no-brainer.   I   thought,   ‘I   better   follow   up   on   this!’”   They   had   a   nice   conversation,  
exchanged   phone   numbers,   and   Dan   and   Mary   invited   the   family   over   for   dinner.  

Over   dinner   a   few   weeks   later,   Mary   and   Dan   had   the   opportunity   to   hear   more   of   their  
neighbors’   story.   The   husband   spoke   about   his   Muslim   faith   and   misperceptions   about   Islam   in  
America.   It   was   clear   that   he   wanted   his   hosts   to   understand   what   they   believed.   Dan   hopes   that  
their   genuine   interest   in   their   neighbors’   culture   will   open   doors   in   the   future   to   more  
conversations   about   faith   and   Christianity.   Moving   forward,   Mary   hopes   to   go   on   some   walks  
with   the   wife   and   continue   to   build   their   friendship.   

God   drew   Dan   and   Mary   to   himself   through   the   efforts   of   a   bold,   obedient   neighbor.   Similarly,  
God   has   used   them   to   make   a   spiritual   impact   in   their   neighborhood.   As   they   patiently   wait   for  
God   to   move   in   the   hearts   of   their   neighbors,   they   acknowledge   that   they   haven’t   always   done  
things   perfectly.   They   also   emphasize   the   importance   of   not   getting   offended   when   things   don’t  
go   the   way   we   expect.   “We   have   learned   not   to   take   offense   when   it   comes   to   the   gospel,”   says  
Mary.   They   recognize   that   no   matter   how   things   turn   out,   God’s   purposes   and   timing   are   perfect.  

When   it   comes   to   befriending   their   neighbors,   Dan   and   Mary   feel   privileged   to   play   a   small   part  
in   God’s   plans.   “This   isn’t   our   deal,”   they   say.   “This   is   God’s   work.   We   just   want   to   be   open   and  
let   them   know   that   if   they   want   to   study   the   Bible,   we   are   here   for   them.   We   are   here   for   them   if  
their   kids   are   sick   or   if   they   need   anything,   really.”   Dan   and   Mary’s   willing,   surrendered   hearts  
reflect   their   belief   that   the   Lord   is   working   in   ways   that   they   can’t   see.   And   as   they   strive   toward  
faithful   and   consistent   interaction   with   others,   they   trust   that   the   Lord   will   use   their   efforts   to  
plant   seeds   that   may   someday   result   in   changed   hearts.  
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